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September 20, 1955

Commanding Officer
Chemical & Radiological Laboratories
Army Chemical Center
Maryland

Attention: Donald E. Hask

Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 14

Reference: Contract No. DA-12-038-CM-5471 (Task II)

Dear Sir:

This letter report, the fourteenth submitted on the subject contract, covers the period from 6 August through 5 September 1955.

The formal report on the mathematical study of system evaluation means will be completed soon, and will then be subjected to a rigorous check for mathematical consistency. Upon the satisfactory completion, it will be submitted for comment.

Other work on this Task is being held to a minimum pending action by AEC on either (a) the phase report which was submitted for review on 2 August 1955, or (b) clearance for visits to various agencies, originally requested on 20 July 1955.

A financial status report in the form of a graph showing anticipated and actual expenditures is included in this report.

Respectfully submitted,

Harry Illsley

Harry Nix, Project Engineer
Cook Research Laboratories Division

Harold V. Hawkins, Assistant Director

Robert D. Bowing, Director
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